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standard, as the reduced copper is thus prevented from adhering to the silver calve, from which it was found very hard to detach it without tearing oil silver as well. A small percentaue of reduced silver and silver chloride is found at the bottom of the tank, its presence be inn probably due to the solubility of the chloride in solutions of the chlorides of copper, iron, and sodium.
The method now in use at Melbourne for reducing the chloride is due to W. M. .Robins. It is as follows :l The chlorides are poured into cakes about § inch thick, and these are crushed into pieces of about j inch cube, making as little dust as possible. The crushed chlorides, loosely folded in flannel, are placed in open cane baskets, .uivinn layers ;> inches thick. The baskets holding about 3f>U oxs. each are stacked at one end of a connate vat of 30 inches cube. At the other end, separated by a perforated wooden diaphragm with i-inch holes, are some iron plates. The vat is filled with water, and the contents boiled by means of live steam for 24 hours. The copper chloride is dissolved and precipitated by the iron. The residual silver chloride is then placed in loose lavers about :tl inch thick between iron plates in another vat and boiled for "2-i hours, when reduction is complete. The silver is then washed, melted in plumbago pots and cast. It averages about 090 line.
When base Lrold is refined the, amount of copper chloride is lar»e. and is probably more* easily dissolved in water, so that the resulting .silver is finer than if the original bullion contained oniv a small amount of copper In the latter case the copper chloride is not ea^ilv removed from the chloride cakes.
The silver contained in the^old operated on i^ distributed in the following manner, the mean results obtained at. Melbourne in the live years lHUi-~(,i5 being given : -
Silver in ingofs.    ......    SS-77 per cent.
,,     left in refined gold.       ....      7-*»U      ,,
„     in 'v sweeps,"        .         .         .         .               LHW)      M
,,      unaccounted for, ...                 .       H»U      ,,
No silver is now "unaccounted for" .since the introduction of Robins' method The ik sweep " from the condensing chamber,* amounts to about 3 cvvts. per annum, and contains an average of -II o/s. fine gold and K>7 o/s. line silver, winch an* carried over as globules or volatilised an chloride and condensed,
The mean amount of gold reiincd per annum at Melbourne during five yearn (181)1-95) was lM«J,f>27 o/.s., containing gold 4j;i7*7, silver -UHK and base metals (by difference) 12-7, The mean asuay of the refined gold for the name period wan IHtfHJ, and the mean IO.H.H of gold in the refining opera-tionw lor the Htinus period was 0-175 per thousand, .Similar results art* «till bein<4 obtained.2
The loss of gold by volatilisation in probably prevented from reaching the lar^e amounts which might be expected from the known volatility of gold chloride by the fact that, during the \\holc time I hut this chlorine is being passed, Hilver and base metal* arc present, and, by aliHorbing the gan, protect the gold from its action. .Moreover, the cover of slug i any volatilised gold.
1 Fortif-thinl Annual /t<j*trt of thr Mint> 11112, p. ' Annual Jltwtrttof the Mint,'1MI to HUii

